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Abstract—This paper investigates a cellular edge caching
problem under a very large number of small base stations
(SBSs) and users. In this ultra-dense edge caching network
(UDCN), conventional caching algorithms are inapplicable as
their complexity increases with the number of small base
stations (SBSs). Furthermore, the performance of UDCN is
highly sensitive to the dynamics of user demand and inter-
SBS interference. To overcome such difficulties, we propose
a distributed caching algorithm under a stochastic geometric
network model, as well as a spatio-temporal user demand model
that characterizes the content popularity dynamics. By exploiting
mean-field game (MFG) theory, the complexity of the proposed
UDCN caching algorithm becomes independent of the number of
SBSs. Numerical evaluations validate that the proposed caching
algorithm reduces not only the long run average cost of the
network but also the redundant cached data respectively by
24% and 42%, compared to a baseline caching algorithm. The
simulation results also show that the proposed caching algorithm
is robust to imperfect popularity information, while ensuring a
low computational complexity.
Index Terms—Edge caching, mean-field game theory, stochas-
tic geometry, spatio-temporal dynamics, ultra-dense networks,
5G
I. INTRODUCTION
5G cellular systems are envisaged to be extremely dense in
order to cope with the relentless growth of user demand [1]–
[3]. A large number of small base stations (SBSs) in this ultra-
dense network (UDN) should be supported by backhaul con-
nections. The backhaul data traffic, increasing with the number
of SBSs, may thus become the performance bottleneck. In this
respect, edge caching is a promising solution, which alleviates
the backhaul congestion [4] by prefetching popular content at
SBSs during off-peak hours [5]–[8], leading to an ultra-dense
edge caching network (UDCN).
Without edge caching, when a user requests a file, its
serving SBS should first fetch data from the file server via
a wired backhaul link, and then wirelessly transmit data to
the user. On the other hand, with edge caching, the SBSs can
directly transmit data to the users requesting the prefetched
files, i.e. cache hitting users, thereby mitigating the backhaul
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congestion. In this paper, we investigate a UDCN, and seek an
optimal content caching strategy that determines which target
content files should be prefetched at each SBS equipped with
a finite-sized caching storage. Due to the large number of
SBSs, the caching strategy in UDCNs should accurately take
into account the dynamics of the user demand and wireless
network interference.
In fact, even a small misprediction of the user demand
in a UDCN may result in a large number of the SBSs
prefetching useless files. Conventional user demand models
are thus too coarse to be applied, such as the Zipf’s law
model whereby the content popularity in the entire network
follows a truncated power law [9]. Instead, the caching strategy
design of a UDCN calls for a spatio-temporal user demand
model that captures: long-term content popularity correlation
and short-term popularity fluctuations, as well as the local
popularity characteristics for different locations in the network.
Furthermore, the downlink wireless interference induced by
the SBSs in a UDCN may not only become large but also
vary significantly for different network locations [10]. As
opposed to a traditional edge caching design relying on av-
erage interference under fixed SBS locations [11], the UDCN
caching strategy design thus necessitates an interference model
reflecting spatial randomness of the caching SBSs and users.
Unfortunately, it is obvious that incorporating these spatio-
temporal dynamics of user demand and inter-SBS interference
brings about a very complicated caching strategy.
In order to reduce complexity, we propose a distributed
UDCN caching strategy using a non-cooperative game the-
oretic approach, where SBSs minimize their own predefined
cost function in a distributed fashion. In our problem, each
SBS determines its own caching decision so as to minimize
the long run average (LRA) cost. The LRA cost of an
SBS is an increasing function of (i) the wired backhaul
utilization, (ii) the aggregate cached data size, and (iii) the
amount of overlapping cached files among neighboring SBSs,
i.e. content overlap, while decreasing with (iv) the wireless
average downloading rate. The caching decision of each SBS
is affected by other SBSs, through their cached files and inter-
SBS interference, still incurring complication. Our UDCN
caching strategy solves this problem using two mathematical
tools, mean-field game (MFG) theory and stochastic geometry
(SG), respectively.
To illustrate the effectiveness of our approach, we first
consider the case without the aid of MFG and SG. Un-
der the temporal content popularity dynamics, the optimal
caching problem of a single SBS can be formulated as a
stochastic differential game (SDG), which comprises a set of
stochastic differential equations, known as Hamilton-Jacobi-
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2Bellman equations (HJBs) [12]. Solving these HJBs provides
the optimal fraction of the files to be cached at the SBSs,
thereby minimizing the LRA cost of each SBS. The key
difficulty is that the number of these HJB equations scales with
the number of SBSs. In addition, each SBS’s HJB solution is
intertwined with the HJB solutions of all the other SBSs, due
to the aforementioned SBS interactions.
Instead of directly solving a large number of these coupled
HJB equations, we consider the following approximation using
MFG [13]. Now, the interactions of each SBS with all other
SBSs are approximated as the SBS’s interaction with a single
virtual agent acting like the aggregate SBSs. The interacting
behavior of this virtual agent follows a stochastic distribution,
known as mean-field (MF) distribution, which can be derived
by solving a stochastic differential equation, called Fokker-
Planck-Kolmogorov equation (FPK). As a result, we can find
the optimal caching decision of each SBS from only a single
HJB-FPK pair, regardless of the number of SBSs.
MFG guarantees that such an approximation always pro-
vides the optimal solution of the original problem, so long
as the number of SBSs is very large while their aggregate
interaction is bounded. A UDCN trivially satisfies the first
condition. The latter can also be satisfied, since the inter-
SBS interference of a downlink UDN is bounded by the SBS
density, validated by using SG [14].
Next, we examine the average performance of the proposed
UDCN caching strategy. With this end, we randomly select a
user, i.e. a typical user, and calculate its LRA cost. Inter-SBS
interference to this typical user can easily be analyzed using
SG. Finally, the performance of the proposed UDCN caching
algorithm can be calculated by solving a single HJB-FPK
pair, capturing the interaction between a typical user’s serving
SBS and the virtual agent following the MF distribution. This
simplification is visualized in Fig. 2, to be elaborated in detail
in Section III.
A. Related work
Edge caching has received significant attention in cellular
networks [4]–[8]. Utilizing edge caches is affected by user
demand according to content popularity. The authors of [15],
[16] proposed a caching strategy that is adaptive to time-
varying user request. With regard to interference dynamics in
caching networks, a recent study [17] analyzed interference
dynamics using SG for the spatial domain. In [18], a spatially
correlated content caching model was proposed for a given
global content popularity information. However, there is no
correlation between global and local popularity [19]. This
implies that the content popularity has spatial dynamics and
that a caching strategy should be based on the local popularity
information captured by each SBS. On the basis of these
preceding efforts, our work devises a caching control strategy
that incorporates spatio-temporal dynamics.
When it comes to the UDN impact on edge caching, there
are few previous investigations except [16] and our preceding
work [20], which proposed a distributed caching algorithm
considering temporal popularity dynamics in the UDN regime.
It is worth mentioning that this study is rooted in the UDN
definition, where the number of SBSs exceeds the number of
users as in [10], [22], [23]. In UDN, both the interference
distribution and the number of neighboring SBSs become
different from those in traditional cellular networks. User’s lo-
cations determine the interfering base stations inducing spatial
dynamics of interference [10]. The authors of [16] proposed
a way to optimize caching control strategy considering inter-
BS interference in an UDN environment. It is worth noting
that caching strategies of each SBSs are intertwined with
all the above spatio-temporal dynamics of content popularity
and network (interference and SBSs’ backhaul and storage
capacities). Therefore, a tractable method to evaluate the
impact of the dynamics on a caching strategy needs to be
investigated. Hence, the caching strategy can be jointly opti-
mized subject to spatio-temporal dynamics and implemented
in a decentralized way.
B. Contributions
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows
• We propose a spatio-temporal popularity dynamics model
(see Fig. 1), which captures the locally different content
popularity but also the temporal content popularity chang-
ing within a long-term and short-term duration.
• A novel caching control algorithm for UDCNs is pro-
posed, which minimizes the LRA cost while incorporat-
ing spatio-temporal demand and interference dynamics.
Our algorithm is of low-complexity and independent of
the numbers of SBSs, content files and users (see Proposi-
tion 1, and Fig. 2). We demonstrate the consistency of the
algorithm for a large number of SBSs through simulation
results (see Fig. 3). The proposed algorithm estimates
other SBSs’ caching strategies by predicting other SBS’s
states instead of directly gathering this information.
• Numerical evaluation and analysis verify that the pro-
posed algorithm achieves the unique mean-field equilib-
rium (MFE) [13] (see Fig. 5 and Proposition 1).
• At the equilibrium state, numerical results demonstrate
that the proposed algorithm reduces the LRA cost by
almost 24% compared to a baseline caching algorithm
that does not consider the content overlap among neigh-
boring SBSs but takes account of instantaneous content
popularity, wired backhaul, storage, and interference. This
performance enhancement grows when the user density
increases (see Fig. 6). Our algorithm also decreases the
amount of overlapping contents per storage usage by 42%
(see Fig 9).
• We also verify that the proposed MF caching algorithm
is robust to imperfect popularity information through
simulation results. Our algorithm produces lower LRA
cost increment due to imperfect popularity information
compared to the baseline caching algorithm without con-
sidering the amount of overlapping content (see Fig. 8).
This article is structured as follows: The network and
dynamics models are described in Section II. Problem for-
mulation and analytical results utilizing MF game theory and
SG are also described in Section III. The performance of the
3proposed algorithm is numerically evaluated in Section IV.
Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND SPATIO-TEMPORAL DYNAMICS
A. Ultra-dense network
We consider a UDN with SBS density λb and user density
λu. Their locations follow independent homogeneous Poisson
point processes (PPPs), respectively. We set λb  λu, accord-
ing to the definition of UDN [10]. User i receives signals from
SBSs within a reception ball b(yi, R) centered at the i-th user
coordinates yi, with radius R, which represents the average
distance that determines a region where the received signal
power is larger than the noise floor, as depicted in Fig. 1.
When R goes to infinity, the reception ball model is identical
to a conventional PPP network.
Transmitted signals from SBSs experience path-loss atten-
uation. The attenuation from the k-th SBS coordinates zk to
the i-th user coordinates yi is lk,i = min(1, ||zk − yi||−α),
where α is the path-loss exponent. The transmitted signals
experience independent and identically distributed fading with
the coefficient gk,i(t). We assume that the coefficient is not
temporally correlated. The channel gain hk,i from SBS k to
user i is |hk,i(t)|2 = lki|gk,i(t)|2. The received signal power
is given as S(t) = P |hk,i(t)|2, where P denotes the transmit
power of an SBS.
The SBS directionally transmits signal by using Na number
of antennas. Its beam pattern at a receiver follows a sectored
uniform linear array model [24] where the main lobe gain is
Na with beam width θNa = 2pi/
√
Na assuming that side lobes
are neglected and the beam center points at the receiver.
B. Edge caching model
Let us assume that there is a set N consisting of N SBSs
within the reception ball with radius R. Each SBS k ∈ N has
data storage unit size Ck,j assigned for content j. The storage
units allow SBSs to download contents a priori from a server
connected with non-ideal (capacity-limited) backhaul link as
depicted in Fig. 1. We assume that there is a setM consisting
of M contents, and the server has all the contents files in
the set M. Users request content j from the contents set M
with probability xj , and the size of the content j is denoted
by Lj . The goal of SBS k is to determine the amount of
content files pk(t) = {pk,1(t), ..., pk,j(t), ...pk,M (t)}, where
pk,j(t) ∈ [0, 1] is a fraction of the file when SBS k downloads
content j at time t. We assume that each content file is encoded
using a maximum distance separable dateless code [25].
According to the definition of UDN, multiple SBSs can
serve a user [10] as shown in Fig. 1. We assume that a
reference user is associated to one of the SBSs storing the
requested content within a content request region as shown in
Fig. 1a. If there are multiple SBSs having the same content
within the region, the serving SBS is randomly chosen. If
no SBS has cached the requested content, one of the SBSs
within the content request region fulfills the user request by
downloading it from the server through the backhaul.
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(b) Temporal popularity dynamics at SBSs 1 and 2 during 3T .
Fig. 1: An illustration of a UDCN and its spatio-temporal popularity
dynamics. (a) Locally different popularity dynamics in the UDCN.
(b) The content popularity changes within long-term and short-
term duration. The long-term dynamics are captured by the Chinese
restaurant process, which determines the mean popularity for a certain
time period T . During this period, the instantaneous popularity
fluctuation is captured by the mean reversion model following the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [29].
C. Spatio-temporal dynamics of user demand on content and
SBSs’ states
In edge caching networks, caching strategies of each SBSs
are intertwined with spatio-temporal dynamics of content
popularity, SBSs’ backhaul, storage capacities, and inter-SBS
interference. In the following subection, we suggest tractable
dynamics models to evaluate the impact of dynamics on the
caching strategies.
1) Spatio-temporal dynamics of user demand on content:
The user demand on a content varies over time and region
according to its popularity. This spatio-temporal dynamics of
the popularity can be illustrated in Fig. 1.
Spatial dynamics. In reality, user demand is different for
each area, which means that there is no strong correlation
between global and local popularity [19]. Hence, a popularity
dynamics model should capture the locally different content
4popularity. To incorporate these spatial dynamics of popularity,
we assume that each SBS has a popularity search region Rs
in which regional popularity dynamics follows a stochastic
process determined by sequential requests of users as shown
in Fig. 1. Therein, SBS 1 and SBS 2 have different sequential
requests and popularity dynamics for the same content A,
B, and C. For tractability, let us assume that the stochastic
processes are independent from each other. The requests
of subsequent users are influenced by the previous users’
requests, in which users learn from users’ previous selections.
This sequential content request model is formalized in the
followings.
Temporal dynamics. The temporal dynamics of popularity
can be subdivided into long-term and short-term fluctuations
[26]. The long-term dynamics of popularity determines a large
popularity variation of each content. This observation gives
rise to two contrasting phenomena that are illustrated in Fig.
1b. One is that popular contents have higher probability to be
requested such as content A for SBS 2. The other is the rising
in popularity of the up-to-date contents that have not been
requested like content C for SBS 2. The short-term dynamics
captures instantaneous small change of request probability
and reflects a stochastic property for a short period of time.
Specifically, a mean value of popularity changes periodically
and maintains the mean value during a period in which the
instantaneous popularity may fluctuate but will revert to its
long-term mean value as shown in Fig. 1b.
For the long-term fluctuation, the stochastic process of
subsequent content requests can be analogous to the table
selection process known as Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP)
[5], [27]. If we view the edge caching network as a Chinese
restaurant, the contents as the tables, and the users as the
customers, users sequentially request to download popular
contents and these hits are recorded as history. In turn, this
recursive procedure makes popular contents requested more
frequently.
In this context, subsequent content request from users to
each SBS can be modeled by an independent CRP where user
request arrives randomly and independently at each SBS as
shown in Fig. 1. We assume that SBSs get information of
the long-term dynamics following CRP at every time period
T (i.e., t = T, 2T, ..., κT, ..., where κ is a positive integer).
Let us consider that there are two sets of contents for SBS k.
One is the set Urk (κT ) consisting of contents that have been
requested by Nk(κT ) users at least once at SBS k by time
κT . The other is the set Uuk (κT ) consisting of contents that
have never been requested by time κT . Let us define nk,j(κT )
as the number of requests for downloading content j in the
coverage of SBS k by time κT . For SBS k, the probability that
a newly arriving user decides to download contents is given
according to the following CRP [27]:
• The user chooses a content that has never been requested
with probability ν|U
r
k (κT )|+θ
Nk(κT )+θ
.
• The user downloads a content j previously requested
according to the probability nk,j(κT )−νNk(κT )+θ ,
where parameters θ and ν determine correlation between the
previous request history and a future request probability of
a content. Each arriving user chooses a previously requested
content file with probability proportional to the selection
history nk,j(κT ), and downloads the unrequested content with
a probability proportional to θ and ν. The CRP model deter-
mines a mean popularity for a certain period where the content
popularity varies with respect to the mean reversion model [26]
as shown in Fig 1. The above CRP model determines a mean
popularity value µ of a time period T , which is described as
follows:
µk,j(κT ) =
{
ν|Urk (κT )|+θ
Nk(κT )+θ
for j ∈ Uuk (κT )
nk,j(κT )−ν
Nk(κT )+θ
for j ∈ Urk (κT )
(1)
For simplicity, we omit the index κT without loss of general-
ity. Following [26], we assume that the popularity varies within
the period T according to the mean reversion model using
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process [29] with a stochastic
differential equation (SDE) as follows:
dxk,j(t) = r(µk,j − xk,j(t))dt+ ηdWk,j(t), (2)
where xk,j(t) is the content request probability representing
the popularity of content j for SBS k at time t (0 ≤ t ≤ T ),
r is the change rate parameter, η is a positive constant, and
Wk,j(t) is a Wiener process. Note that there exist different OU
processes (2) depending on the corresponding static mean pop-
ularity µk,j for every time period T. The SDE (2) represents a
stochastic fluctuation of request probability around the mean
value µk,j . Due to the randomness of the term Wk,j(t), the
request probability xk,j(t) deviates from the long-term mean
value µ. If xk,j(t) becomes larger, the term r(µk,j − xk,j(t))
has a negative value and makes dxk,j(t) head back to the mean
value by complementing the random variation.
2) Temporal dynamics of cache storage size: The re-
maining storage capacity varies according to the instantaneous
caching strategy. Let us assume that SBSs have finite storage
size and discard content files at a rate of ek,j from the
storage unit in order to make space for caching other contents.
Considering the discarding rate, we model the evolution law
of the storage unit as follows:
dQk,j(t) = (ek,j − Ljpk,j(t))dt, (3)
where Qk,j(t) denotes the remaining storage size dedicated
to content j of SBS k at time t, and Lj is data size of
content j. Note that Ljpk,j(t) represents the data size of
content j downloaded by SBS k at time t.
3) Spatial interference dynamics: In UDN, there is a
considerable number of SBSs with no associated user within
its coverage which become idle and does not transmit any
signal according to the definition of UDN (λb  λu) [10].
Hence, this dormant SBS does not cause interference to
neighbor SBSs. This leads to a spatially dynamic distribution
of interference characterized by users’ locations.
We consider a randomly selected typical user and assume
that active SBSs have always data to transmit. Let us denote
the SBS active probability by pa. The aggregate interference
is imposed by the active SBSs with probability pa. Assuming
that pa is homogeneous over SBSs yields pa ≈ 1 − [1 +
5λu/(3.5λb)]
−3.5 [31]. It provides that the density of interfering
SBSs is equal to paλb. Then, the aggregate interference of a
randomly selected typical user is described as follows:
If (t) =
|ΦR(paλb)|∑
k
P |hk,i(t)|2, (4)
where If (t) denotes the aggregate interference, and ΦR(paλb)
is a set of coordinates of active SBSs in the predefined recep-
tion ball with radius R. Noting that If (t) is a stochastic term,
randomness of SBS locations induces the spatial dynamics
of interference. Remark that the beam pattern at a receiver
follows the sectored uniform linear array model where the
main lobe gain is Na with beam width θNa = 2pi/
√
Na. Then,
the signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) with Na number
of transmit antennas is described as follows:
SINR(t) =
NaP |h(t)|2
σ2 +
θNa
2pi NaI
f (t)
. (5)
In the following section, we present the spatially averaged
version of If(t).
III. GAME THEORETIC PROBLEM FORMULATION
We utilize the framework of non-cooperative games to
devise a fully distributed algorithm. The goal of each SBS k is
to determine its own caching amount p∗k,j(t) for content j in
order to minimize an LRA cost. The LRA cost is determined
by spatio-temporally varying content request probability, net-
work dynamics, content overlap, and aggregate inter-SBS in-
terference. As the SBSs’ states and content popularity evolves,
the caching strategies of the SBSs must adapt accordingly.
Minimizing the LRA cost under the spatio-temopral dynamics
can be modeled as a dynamic stochastic differential game
(SDG) [13]. In the following subsection, we specify the impact
of other SBSs’ caching strategies and inter-SBS interference
in the SDG by defining the LRA cost.
A. Cost Functions
An instantaneous cost function Jk,j(t) defines the LRA
cost. It is affected by backhaul capacity, remaining stor-
age size, average rate per unit bandwidth, and overlapping
contents among SBSs. SBS k cannot download more than
Bk,j(t), defined as the allocated backhaul capacity for down-
loading content j at time t. We prevent the download rate
Ljpk,j(t) exceeding the backhaul capacity constraint Bk,j(t)
by defining the backhaul cost function φk,j as φk,j(pk,j(t))=
− log(Bk,j(t)−Ljpk,j(t)). If Ljpk,j(t)≥Bk,j(t), the value of
the cost function φk,j goes to infinity, prohibiting the excess of
the backhaul link. This form of cost function is widely used to
model barrier or constraint of available resources as in [16]. As
cached content files occupy the storage, it causes processing
latency [32] or delay to search requested files by users. This
overhead cost is proportional to the cached data size in the
storage unit. We propose a cost function for this storage cost
with the occupation ratio of the storage unit normalized by the
storage size as follows:
ψk,j(Qk,j(t)) = γ(Ck,j −Qk,j(t))/Ck,j , (6)
where Qk,j(t) is storage cost function at time t. Then, the
global instantaneous cost is given by:
Jk,j(pk,j(t),p−k,j(t)) =
φk,j(pk,j(t))(1+I
r
k,j(p−k,j(t)))
Rk(t, Iˆf (t))xj(t)
+ ψk,j(Qk,j(t)), (7)
where Irk,j(p−k,j(t)) denotes the expected amount of over-
lapping content per unit storage size Ck,j , and Iˆf (t) denotes
the normalized aggregate interference from other SBSs with
respect to the SBS density and the number of antennas. The
cost increases with the amount of overlapping contents and
aggregate interference. The derivation of these two interactions
is described in the next subsection. From the global cost
function (7), the LRA caching cost is given by:
Jk,j = E
[∫ T
t
Jk,j(pk,j(t),p−k,j(t)) dt
]
. (8)
B. Interactions: inter-SBS content overlap and interference
The caching strategy of an SBS inherently makes an impact
on the caching control strategies of other SBSs. We call these
interactions among SBSs with respect to their own caching
strategies. These interactions can be defined and quantified by
the amount of overlapping contents and interference. These
represents major bottlenecks for optimizing distributed caching
for two reasons: first of all, they undergo changes with respect
to the before-mentioned spatio-temporal dynamics, and it is
hard to acquire the knowledge of other SBSs’s caching strate-
gies directly. In this context, our purpose is to estimate these
interactions in a distributed fashion without full knowledge of
other SBSs’ states or actions.
Content overlap. As shown in Fig. 1a, in UDNs, there may
be overlapping contents downloaded by multiple SBSs located
within radius Rc from the randomly selected typical user. For
example, let us consider that these neighboring SBSs cache
the most popular contents with the intention of increasing
the local caching gain (i.e., cache hit). Since only one of
the SBS candidates is associated with the user to transmit
the cached content file, caching the identical content of other
SBSs becomes a waste of storage and backhaul usage. In this
context, overlapping contents increase redundant cost due to
inefficient resource utilization [21]. It is worth noticing that the
amount of overlapping contents is determined by other SBSs’
caching strategies. We define the content overlap function
Irk,j(p−k,j(t)) as the expected amount of overlapping content
per unit storage size Ck,j , which is given by:
Irk,j(p−k,j(t)) =
1
Ck,jNr(j)
|N |∑
i 6=k
pi,j(t), (9)
where p−k,j(t) denotes a vector of caching control variable
of all the other SBSs except SBS k, and Nr(j) denotes the
number of contents whose request probability is asymptoti-
cally equal to xj . It can be defined as a cardinality of a set
{m|m ∈ M such that |xm − xj | ≤ }. When the value of
 is sufficiently small, Nr(j) becomes the number of contents
whose request probability is equal to that of content j. If there
6is a large number of contents with equal request probabilities,
a given content is randomly selected and cached. Hence,
the occurrence probability of content overlap decreases with
higher diversity of content caching.
Inter-SBS interference. In UDNs, user location determines
the location of interferer, or the density of user determines
the density of interfering SBSs. It is because there are
SBSs that have no users in their own coverage and become
dormant without imposing interference to their neighboring
SBSs. These spatial dynamics of interference in UDN is a
bottleneck for optimizing distributed caching such that an SBS
in high interference environment cannot deliver the cached
content to its own users. To incorporate this spatial interaction,
following the interference analysis in UDNs [22], interference
normalized by SBS density and the number of antennas is
given by:
Iˆf(t)=(λupiR)
2N
− 12
a λ
−α2
b
(
1+
1−R2−α
α− 2
)
PEg[|g(t)|2],
(10)
where Iˆf (t) denotes the normalized interference with respect
to SBS density and the number of antennas. It gives us an
average downlink average rate per unit bandwidth Rk(t) and
its upper bound in UDN as follows:
Rk(t) = ES,If [log(1 + SINR(t))] (11)
≤ ES log
1 + Sk(t)
σ2
Naλ
α/2
b
+ EIf [Iˆf (t)]
 , (12)
where σ2 is the noise power. Note that inequation (12) showes
the effect of interference on the upper bound of an average
SE. It is because we consider that only the SBSs within the
pre-defined reception ball cause interference to a typical user.
Hence, the equality in inequation (12) holds, when the size of
reception ball R goes to infinity, including all the SBSs in the
networks as interferers.
C. Stochastic Differential Game for Edge Caching
As the SBSs’ states and content popularity evolves accord-
ing to the dynamics (2) and (3), an individual SBS’s caching
strategy must adapt accordingly. Hence, minimizing the LRA
cost under the spatio-temporal dynamics can be modeled as a
dynamic stochastic differential game (SDG), where the goal
of each SBS k is to determine its own caching amount p∗k,j(t)
for content j in order to minimize the LRA cost Jk,j(t) (8).
(P1) vk,j(t) = inf
pk,j(t)
Jk,j(t). (13)
subject to dxj(t) = r(µ− xj(t))dt+ ηdWj(t), (14)
dQk,j(t) = (ek,j − Ljpk,j(t))dt. (15)
In the problem P1, the state of SBS k and content j at time t
is defined as sk,j(t) = {xj(t),Rk(t), Qk,j(t)}, ∀k ∈ N ,∀j ∈
M. The stochastic differential game (SDG) for edge caching is
defined by (N ,Sk,j ,Ak,j ,Jk,j) where Sk,j is the state space
of SBS k and content j, Ak is the set of all caching controls
{pk,j(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T} admissible for the state dynamics.
In order to solve the problem P1, the long-term average
of content request probability µ is necessary in the dynamics
of content request probability (14). To determine the value of
µ, the mean value mk(t) of the cardinality of the set Urk (t)
needs to be obtained. Although the period {0 ≤ t ≤ T} is not
infinite, we assume that the inter-arrival time of content request
is sufficiently smaller than T and that numerous content
requests arrive during that period. Then, the long-term average
of content request probability µ becomes an asymptotic mean
value (t→∞). Noting that ∑j nk,j(t) = Nk(t), the mean
value of mk(t) is aymptotically given by [28] as follows:
〈|Urk (t)|〉 '
{
Γ(θ+1)
αΓ(θ+α)Nk(t)
α for α > 0
θ log(Nk(t) + θ) for α = 0
(16)
where the expression 〈.〉 is the average value, and Γ(.) is the
Gamma function.
The problem P1 can be solved by using a backward
induction method where the minimized LRA cost vk,j(t)
is determined in advance through solving the following N
coupled HJB equations.
0= ∂tvk,j(t)+ inf
pk,j(t)
[
Jk,j(pk,j(t),p−k,j(t))+
η2
2
∂2xxvk,j(t)
+(ek,j − Ljpk,j(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A)
∂Qkvk,j(t) + r(µ− xj(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(B)
∂xvk,j(t)
]
.
(17)
If there exists a joint solution of the HJB equations (17), the
existence of a Nash equilibrium of the problem P1 is guaran-
teed [12]. Since the smoothness of the drift functions defining
temporal dynamics (A) and (B) and the cost function (7) are
respectively satisfied [12], the partial differential equations
(PDEs) (17) have a unique joint solution v∗k,j(t) [12]. Thus,
there exists a unique minimal cost v∗k,j(t) of the problem P1
and its corresponding Nash equilibrium (NE) [30] defined as
follows:
Definition 1: The set of SBSs’ caching strategies p∗ =
{p∗1,j(t), ..., p∗N,j(t)}, where p∗k,j(t) ∈ Ak,j for all k ∈ N ,
is a Nash equilibrium, if for all SBS k and for all adimissible
caching strategy set {p1,j(t), ..., pN,j(t)}, where pk,j(t) ∈
Ak,j for all k ∈ N , it is satisfied that
Jk,j(p∗k,j(t),p∗−k,j(t)) ≤ Jk,j(pk,j(t),p∗−k,j(t)), (18)
under the temporal dynamics (14) and (15) for common initial
states xj(0) and Qk,j(0).
Unfortunately, this approach is computationally complex
to be implemented in achieving the NE (22), when N is
larger than two, because an individual SBS should take into
account other SBSs’ caching strategies p−k,j(t) to solve the
inter-weaved system of N HJB equation (17). Furthermore, it
requires collecting the control information of all other SBSs
including their own states, which brings about a huge amount
of information exchange among SBSs. This is not feasible
and impractical for UDNs. For a sufficiently large number of
SBSs, this problem can be transformed to a mean-field game
(MFG), which can achieves the -Nash equilibrium [13].
7D. Mean-field Game for Caching
It is hard to react to each individual SBS’s caching strategy
when solving the SDG P1. Fortunately, when the number of
SBSs becomes large, the influence of every individual SBS can
be modeled with the effect of the collective (aggregate) behav-
ior of the SBSs. Mean-field game (MFG) theory enables us to
transform these multiple interactions into a single aggregate
interaction, called MF interaction, via MF approximation. Ac-
cording to [29], this approximation holds under the following
conditions: (i) a large number of players, (ii) exchangeability
of players under the caching control strategy and (iii) finite
MF interaction.
Remark that the first condition corresponds to the definition
of UDNs. Players in the SDG are said to be exchangeable or
indistinguishable under the control pk,j(t) and the states of
players and contents, if the player’s control is invariant by
their indices and decided by only their individual states. In
other words, permuting players’ indices cannot change their
control policies. Under this exchangeability, we can focus on
a generic SBS by dropping its index k.
The MF interactions (9) and (10) should asymptotically
converge to a finite value under the above conditions. MF
overlap (9) goes to zero when the number of contents per SBS
is extremely large, i.e. M  N . Such a condition implies that
the cardinality of the set consisting of asymptotically equal
content popularity goes to infinity. In other words, Nr(j) goes
to infinity yielding that the expected amount of overlapping
content per unit storage size Irk,j(p−k,j(t)) becomes zero.
In terms of interference, MF interference converges as the
ratio of SBS density to user density goes to infinity, i.e.
Naλ
α
b /(λuR)
4 → ∞ [22]. Such a condition corresponds to
the notion of UDN [10] or massive MIMO (Na → ∞). That
is, the conditions enabling MF approximation to inherently
hold under ultra-dense caching networks.
To approximate the interactions from other SBSs, we need
a state distribution of SBSs and contents at time t, called MF
distribution mt(x(t), Q(t)). This is defined by a counting mea-
sure M (N×M)t (x(t), Q(t)) =
1
NM
∑M
j=1
∑N
k=1 δ{xj(t),Qk(t)}.
When the number of SBSs increases, the empirical distribution
M
(N×M)
t (xj(t), Q(t)) converges to mt(xj(t), Q(t)), which is
the density of contents and SBSs in state (x(t), Q(t)). Note
that we omit the SE R(t) from the density measure to only
consider temporally correlated state without loss of generality.
To this end, we utilize a Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK)
equation [13] that is a partial differential equation capturing
the time evolution of the MF distribution mt(xj(t), Q(t))
under dynamics of the popularity xj(t) and the remaining
storage size Q(t). The FPK equation for mt(xj(t), Q(t))
subject to the temporal dynamics (2) and (3) are given as
follows:
0 = ∂tmt(xj(t), Q(t)) + r(µj − xj(t))∂xmt(xj(t), Q(t))
+ (ej−Ljpj(t))∂Qmt(xj(t), Q(t))− η
2
2
∂2xxmt(xj(t), Q(t)).
(19)
Let us denote the solution of the FPK equation (19) as
m∗t (xj(t), Q(t)). Exchangeability and existence of the MF dis-
tribution allow us to approximate the interaction Irk,j(p−k,j(t))
as a function of m∗t (xj(t), Q(t)) as follows:
Irj (t,m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t)))=
∫
Q
∫
x
m∗t (xj , Q)pj(t,x(t),Q(t))
Ck,jNr(j)
dxdQ,
(20)
Remark that we can estimate the interaction from (20) without
observing other SBSs’ caching strategies. Thus, it is not
necessary to have full knowledge of the states or the caching
control policies of other SBSs. It means that an SBS only
needs to solve a pair of equations, namely the FPK equation
(19) and the following modified HJB one obtained by applying
the MF approximation (20) to (17):
0= ∂tvj(t)+ inf
pj(t)
[
Jj(pj(t), Ij(t,m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t)))+
η2
2
∂2xxvj(t)
+ (ej − Ljpj(t))∂Qvj(t) + r(µ− xj(t))∂xvj(t)
]
. (21)
The optimal trajectory of the LRA cost v∗j (t) is found by
applying backward induction to the single HJB equation (21).
Also, its corresponding MF distribution (state distribution)
m∗t (xj(t), Q(t)) is obtained by forward solving the FPK
equation (19). These two solutions [m∗t (xj(t), Q(t)), v
∗
j (t)]
define the mean-field equilibrium (MFE), defined as follows:
Definition 2: The generic caching strategies p∗j (t) achieves a
MFE, if for all adimissible caching strategy set pj(t), it is
satisfied that
Jj(p∗j (t),m∗t (xj(t), Q(t)) ≤ Jj(pj(t),m∗t (xj(t), Q(t)),
(22)
under the temporal dynamics (14) and (15) for a initial
MF distribution m0. The MFE corresponds to the -Nash
equilibrium:
Jk,j(p∗k,j(t),p∗−k,j(t)) ≤ Jj(p∗j (t),m∗t (xj(t), Q(t))− ,
(23)
where  asymptotically becomes to zero for a sufficiently large
number of SBSs.
Let us define p∗j (t) as an optimal caching control strategy
which achieves the MFE yielded by the optimal caching cost
trajectory v∗j (t) and MF distribution m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t)). The
optimal solution p∗j (t) is given by the following Proposition 1.
Proposition 1. The optimal caching amount is given by:
p∗j (t) =
1
Lj
[
Bj(t)−
1 + Irj (t,m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t)))
R(t, If (t))xj(t)∂Qv∗j
]+
, (24)
where m∗t (x(t), Q(t)) and v
∗
j (t) are the unique solutions of
(19) and (21), respectively.
Proof: The optimal control control of the differential game
with HJB equations is the argument of the infimum term
(21) [12].
p∗j (t)=arg inf
pj(t)
[
Jj(pj(t),Ij(t,m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t)))+
η2
2
∂2xxvj(t)
+(ej − Ljpj(t))∂Qvj(t) + r(µ− xj(t))∂xvj(t)
]
(25)
8The infimum term (25) is a convex function of pj(t) for all
time t, since its first and second order derivative are lower
than zero. Hence, we can apply Karush-Khun-Tucker (KKT)
conditions and get a sufficient condition for the unique optimal
control p∗j (t) by finding a critical point given by:
∂
∂pj(t)
[
Jj(pj(t), Ij(t,m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t)))
+(ej − Ljpj(t))∂Qvj(t)
]
= 0. (26)
Due to the convexity, the solution of equation (26) is the
unique optimal solution described as follows:
p∗j (t) =
1
Lj
[
Bj(t)−
1 + Irj (t,m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t)))
R(t, If (t))xj(t)∂Qv∗j
]+
(27)
Remark that p∗j (t) is a function of m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t)) and v
∗
j ,
which are solutions of the equations (19) and (21), respec-
tively. The expression of p∗j (t) (26) provides the final versions
of the HJB and FPK equations as follows:
0 = ∂tvj(t)−
log
(
Bj(t)−
[
Bj(t)− 1+I
r
j (t,m
∗
t (xj(t),Q(t)))
R(t,If (t))xj(t)∂Qvj
]+)
R(t, If (t))xj(t)
×(1+Irj (t,m∗t (xj(t),Q(t)))) +α(C−Q(t))
C
+r(µj−xj(t))∂xvj(t)
+
(
ej−
[
Bj(t)− 1+I
r
j (t,m
∗
t (x,Q))
R(t, If (t))xj(t)∂Qvj
]+)
∂Qvj(t)+
η2
2
∂2xxvj(t),
0 = ∂tmt(xj(t), Q(t)) + r(µj − xj(t))∂xmt(xj(t), Q(t))
− η
2
2
∂2xxmt(xj(t), Q(t))
+
(
ej−
[
Bj(t)−1+I
r
j (t,mt(xj(t), Q(t)))
R(t, If (t))xj(t)∂Qv∗j
]+)
∂Qmt(xj(t),Q(t)).
From these equations, we can find the values of v∗j (t) and
m∗t (x(t), Q(t)). Note that the smoothness of the drift functions
and in the dynamic equation and the cost function (7) assures
the uniqueness of the solution [12]. 
We obtain the optimal caching amount p∗j (t) in a water-
filling fashion, where the backhaul capacity Bj(t) determines
the water level. Noting that the average rate per unit bandwidth
R(t) increases with the number of antenna Na and SBS
density λb, SBSs cache more contents from server when they
can deliver content to users with high wireless capacity. Also,
SBSs diminish the caching amount of content j, when the
estimated amount of content overlap Irj (t,m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t))) is
large.
Note that the existence and uniqueness of the optimal
caching control strategy is guaranteed. The optimal caching
algorithm converges to a unique MFE, when the initial condi-
tions m0, xj(0), and Q(0) are given. The specific procedure
of this MF caching algorithm is described in the following
Algorithm 1.
The respective processes of solving P1 in ways of SDG and
MFG are depicted in Fig. 2. It should be remarked that the
solution of the MFG becomes equivalent to that of the N -
player SDG P1 for large N . The complexity of the proposed
method is much lower compared to solving the original N -
player SDG P1. It is worth mentioning that the number of
Fig. 2: Ultra-dense edge caching flow charts according to the
approaches of SDG and MFG, respectively. (a) In the framework
of SDG, we solve the game of N SBSs (players) reacting to each
individual SBS. (b) By incorporating MFG theory and SG into the
framework, we can estimate the collective reaction of other SBSs.
This relaxes the N -SBS caching game to a two-SBS caching game.
Algorithm 1 Mean-Field Caching Control
Require: xj(t), m0, B(t) and Q(0)
1: Find the optimal trajectory of caching cost and state
distribution [v∗j (t),m
∗
t (xj(t), Q(t))] by solving HJB (21)
and FPK (19) equations
2: Calculate Irj (t,m
∗
t (xj(t),Q(t))), I
f (t) and ∂Qv∗j
3: Compute the instantaneous caching amount p∗j (t)
: p∗j (t) =
1
Lj
[
Bj(t)− 1+I
r
j (t,m
∗
t (xj(t),Q(t)))
R(t,If (t))xj(t)∂Qv∗j
]+
4: Get values of [xj(t), Q(t)] according to the dynamics
5: Go line 2
PDEs to solve for one content is reduced to two from the
number of SBSs N . It leads to maintaining the consistent
complexity even though the number of player N becomes
large.
We verify this consistency of the computational complexity
via simulations as shown in Fig. 3, which represents the
number of iterations required to solve the HJB-FPK equations
(21) and (19) as a function for different SBS densities λb.
Here, we observe that for highly dense networks, the caching
problem P1 is numerically solved by within a few iterations. It
means that the computational complexity remains consistent
regardless of the SBS density λb, or the number of players
N . This consistency of complexity holds for various initial
9Fig. 3: The number of iterations that are required to solve the coupled
HJB and FPK equations with respect to different densities of SBSs.
Each point is a result for the different density of SBSs that are
randomly located in a fixed area.
storage state distribution of SBSs. It is worth mentioning that
the number of iterations to reach the optimal caching strategy
is bounded within tens of iterations even for low SBS density.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results to evaluate the
proposed algorithm under spatio-temporal content popularity
and network dynamics as illustrated in Fig. 1. Let us assume
that the initial distribution of the SBSs m0 is given as a normal
distribution. We assume that the storage size Q(t) belongs to a
set [0, 1] for all time t. Assuming Rayleigh fading with mean
one, we set the parameters as shown in Table I. In order to
solve the coupled PDEs (the first step of the Algorithm 1)
using a finite element method, we used the MATLAB PDE
solver.
TABLE I: Key simulation parameters
Parameter Value
SBS density λb 0.005, 0.02, 0.035, 0.05 (SBSs/km2)
User density λu 10−4, 2.5× 10−4 (users/km2)
Transmit power P 23 dBm
Noise floor -70 dBm
Number of contents 20
CRP parameters θ, ν θ = 1, ν = 0.5
Reception ball radius R 10/
√
pi km
Network size 20 km × 20 km
File discarding rate ej 0.1
A. Mean-field equilibrium achieved by the proposed MF
caching algorithm
To demonstrate that the proposed MF caching algorithm
achieves the MFE, we assume full knowledge of contents
request probability, implying that SBSs can get perfect pop-
ularity information. We numerically analyze the algorithm
performance when the content request probability is static in
order to observe the trajectory of the caching algorithm and
MF distribution. In this case, the problem becomes simplified,
Fig. 4: Evolution of the optimal caching amount of a content p∗(t)
at the MF equilibrium under two different content popularities 0.4
and 0.7, assuming that the content popularity is static. The initial
MF distribution m0(Q(0)) is given as N (0.7, 0.052).
because the caching control strategies does not depend on the
evolution law of the content popularity. Specifically, in HJB
(21) and FPK (19) equations, the derivative terms with respect
to the content request probability x become zero.
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the optimal caching amount
p∗(t) with respect to the storage state and time. We observe
that the value of p∗(t) is lower than the content request prob-
ability at all time slots for both different content popularities.
It is for regulating the content overlap to prevent redundant
backhaul and storage usage. Also, it is because SBSs save
storage capacity for downloading more popular contents.
Fig. 5 represents the instantaneous density of SBSs having
the remaining storage size Q(t) in terms of the MF distribution
m∗t (Q(t)) for a content during a period {0 ≤ t ≤ T}, where
T = 1. A bright-colored point means there are many SBSs
with the unoccupied storage size corresponding to the point.
We observe that the unoccupied storage space of SBSs does
not diverge from each other. This validates the fact that the
proposed algorithm achieves the MFE. At this equilibrium, the
amount of downloaded content file decreases when the content
popularity x becomes low. This tendency corresponds to the
trajectory of the optimal caching probability in Fig. 4. Almost
every SBS has downloaded the content over time, but not
used its entire storage. The remaining storage saturates even
though the content popularity is equal to 0.9. This implies that
SBSs reduce the downloading amount of the popular content in
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Fig. 5: A heat map illustration of the MF distribution m∗t (Q(t)) that represents the instantaneous density of SBSs having the remaining
storage space Q(t) for an arbitrary content during a long-term period { 0 ≤ t ≤ T}, when the proposed MF caching algorithm is applied. A
bright-colored point means there are many SBSs with the unoccupied storage size corresponding to the point. It shows the temporal evolution
of the density of SBSs with respect to different content popularity xj , and initial distribution m0(Q(0)) (B(t) = 1, Nr(j) = 20, λu =
0.001, λb = 0.03).
Fig. 6: Long run average costs of the caching strategies with respect
to different user density λu. (Q(0) = 0.7, x(0) = 0.3, η = 0.1).
consideration of the expected content overlap amount, which
increases with the popularity.
B. Performance in terms of average caching cost
We investigate the performance of the proposed MF caching
algorithm under spatio-temporal dynamics of the content
popularity. Note that the temporal dynamics constrains the
optimal caching control to follow the optimal trajectory
Fig. 7: Long run average costs of different caching strategies with
perfect and imperfect popularity information. (Q(0) = 0.7, x(0) =
0.3, η = 0.1).
[v∗j (t),m
∗
t (x(t), Q(t))], a set of solutions to the coupled equa-
tions (21) and (19). Additionally, we evaluate the robustness of
our scheme to imperfect popularity information in terms of the
LRA caching cost. To this end, we compare the performance of
the proposed MF caching algorithm with the following caching
algorithms.
• Baseline caching algorithm that does not consider the
amount of content overlap but determines the instanta-
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Fig. 8: Increment incurred by the imperfect popularity information
in the long run average costs of the proposed MF caching and
the caching without considering the content overlap with respect to
different SBS density λb (Q(0) = 0.7, x(0) = 0.3, η = 0.1).
neous caching amount pˆj(t) proportionally to the in-
stantaneous request probability xj(t) subject to current
backhaul, storage state, and interference described as
follows: pˆj(t) = 1Lj
[
Bj(t)− 11+R(t,If (t))xj(t)
]+
.
• Uniformly random caching that determines the random
caching amount following the uniform distribution.
In Fig. 6, we compare the proposed MF caching algorithm,
uniformly random caching, and the baseline caching algorithm
disregarding the content overlap among neighboring SBSs.
The LRA costs over time for different user density λu are nu-
merically evaluated. The proposed caching control algorithm
reduces about 24% of the LRA cost as compared to the caching
algorithm without considering the content overlap. This per-
formance gain is due to avoiding the redundant content overlap
and having an SBS under lower interference environment to
cache more contents. As the user density λu becomes higher
for a fixed SBS density λb, the final values of the LRA cost
increase for all the three caching schemes. When UDCNs
are populated by numerous users, the fluctuation of spatial
dynamics of popularity increases and the number of SBSs
having associated users increase. Hence, both the aggregate
interference imposed by the SBSs and the content popularity
severely change over the spatial domain. In this environment,
the advantage of the proposed algorithm compared to the
popularity based algorithm becomes larger, yielding higher gap
between the final values of the produced LRA cost.
Impact of prediction errors: In real systems, perfect
popularity information may not be available for SBSs due to
misprediction or estimation error of content popularity. Hence,
we assess how the proposed algorithm is robust to imperfect
popularity information (IPI). For that, we model the IPI as
follows:
xˆ(t) = x(t) + ∆(t), (28)
where xˆ(t) denotes a content request probability which is an
SBS estimates, and ∆(t) denotes an instantaneous observation
error for the request probability x(t). It is worth noting that
Fig. 9: The amount of overlapping contents per storage usage
(Q(0) = 0.7, η = 0.1).
an SBS has perfect popularity information (PPI) if ∆(t) is
equal to zero for all t (i.e. xˆ(t) = x(t)). The magnitude of ∆
determines accuracy of the popularity.
Let us assume that an observation error ∆ follows a
normal distribution N (0.2, 0.0012). SBSs determine their own
caching control strategies based on imperfect content request
probability xˆ(t) (28) instead of PPI x(t). Under this IPI, we
investigate the performance comparison in terms of the LRA
caching cost over time as shown in Fig. 7. The impact of IPI
increases with the number of SBSs because redundant caching
occurs at several SBSs. We compare the LRA increment of
our MF caching algorithm with that of the popularity based
algorithm for the different number of neighboring SBSs as
shown in Fig. 8. The numerical results demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm is more robust to imperfect information
of content popularity in comparison with the popularity based
algorithm. Specifically, our caching strategy reduces about
50% of the LRA cost increment as compared to the popularity
based algorithm.
Fig. 9 shows the amount of overlapping contents per storage
usage as a function of the initial content probability x(0).
The proposed MF caching algorithm reduces caching content
overlap averagely 42% compared to popularity based caching.
However, MF caching algorithm yields the higher amount of
content overlap than random caching does when the content
request probability becomes high. The reason is that the
random policy downloads contents regardless of their own
popularity, so the amount of content ovelap remains steady. On
the other hand, MF caching increases the downloaded volume
of popular contents.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we propose an edge caching algorithm for
UDNs, taking into account the spatio-temporal user demand
and network dynamics. For this, we devise a stochastic ge-
ometric network model and a spatio-temporal user demand
model that specifies the content popularity changes within
long-term and short-term duration. We exploit an inherent
feature of UDNs in that a large number of neighboring SBSs
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exists. When the number of SBSs becomes large, the influence
of every individual SBS can be modeled with the effect of the
aggregate behavior of the SBSs by leveraging the framework
of MFG theory and SG. This enables SBSs to distributively
determine their own caching control strategies without full
knowledge of other SBSs’ caching strategies or state. Hence,
the proposed algorithm has low complexity that is independent
of the SBS density. The proposed MF caching algorithm
reduces not only the long run average cost but also the
overlapping content amount compared to a caching strategy,
which is merely based on content popularity. Furthermore,
the MF caching algorithm is robust to imperfect information
of content popularity in comparison with a baseline caching
algorithm without considering content overlap.
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